Third-line Antiretroviral Therapy Algorithm
An Algorithm to Determine Appropriate Third-line Antiretroviral Regimens
in Patients Failing Protease Inhibitor-based Regimens in Resource-limited
Settings.
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Background
South Africa has the largest antiretroviral therapy (ART) programme in the world. It
is one of few sub-Saharan African countries with access to third-line ART for
patients who have failed both first-line non-nucleoside reverse transcriptase
inhibitor (NNRTI)-based ART and second-line ritonavir-boosted protease inhibitor
(PI/r)-based ART. Third-line was first available in SA in September 2013 and is
accessed through a centralised national committee in the public-sector. With the
scale-up of ART in SA, it is likely that the number of patients failing first-line ART
and transitioning to second-line will increase. Second-line PI/r-based ART has a
higher pill burden, with twice daily dosing and is less tolerable than first-line.
Consequently, as the programme grows, more patients will fail second-line and
require third-line. Increasing numbers accessing third-line will impact sustainability
of a centralised national third-line process. With a view to streamlining, and later
decentralising and task-shifting the third-line approval process, an algorithm to
determine appropriate third-line regimens was developed.

Results
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Method
The centralised committee assesses third-line eligibility, making regimen
recommendations for each case. Third-line eligibility criteria include: at least one
year of PI/r-based (lopinavir or atazanavir) ART with virologic failure despite
adherence optimisation, and a resistance genotype showing PI resistance
(resistance mutation score  15 on Stanford Database). By examining patterns of
resistance and subsequent regimens selected, the third-line committee developed
an algorithm to determine appropriate third-line (Figure 1).
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TDF/AZT>29ANDDRV> 15
ANDETR< 29

Results
All third-line eligible patients, evidenced by a Stanford score  15 to their PI/r,
receive ritonavir-boosted darunavir (DRV/r)-based ART. In addition to DRV/r, all
patients receive two nucleoside/nucleotide reverse transcriptase inhibitors (NRTI):
lamivudine (3TC) or emtricitabine (FTC) with either tenofovir (TDF) or zidovudine
(AZT), determined by which of TDF or AZT has the lower Stanford score. If
resistance to DRV/r (score  15) is present, or if there is intermediate or high-level
resistance (score > 29) to the selected NRTI (TDF or AZT), an integrase inhibitor
(InSTI) is added to the regimen. If there is both DRV/r resistance (score  15) and
intermediate or high (score > 29) level resistance to the selected NRTI, then
etravirine (ETR) in addition to an InSTI is added, providing the ETR score is  29.
Raltegravir was the InSTI used initially, until dolutegravir became available in SA
(July 2016). The third-line committee introduced the algorithm to determine thirdline in 2014. Introducing the algorithm has significantly streamlined the third-line
process - only cases where the algorithm may not fit due to comorbidities or
concomitant medications need more extensive discussion within the third-line
committee.
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Figure 1: Third-line antiretroviral therapy algorithm

Conclusion
Developing an algorithm to determine appropriate ART regimens for patients
failing PI/r-based ART has streamlined the third-line process significantly. This
algorithmic approach simplifies third-line, facilitating decentralisation and taskshifting and could be useful in other resource-limited settings.
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